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It is often said that Gray’s Sporting Journal is a publication for discerning sportsmen, but how does one
qualify what “discerning” really means? We figure it means our readers are particular about many things,
but especially firearms, fly tackle, apparel, and destinations. They’re also particular about what they read,
and Gray’s has become as much a part of their lives as granddaddy’s shotgun, a beloved bird dog, or a treasured bamboo fly rod.
Every year, we hear from dedicated subscribers of all ages who have grown old or grown up with Gray’s
Sporting Journal. Some may have discovered it years ago, sitting fireside at an Alaskan lodge or huddled
around a deer camp stove. Others may have come to know it because a father or favorite uncle introduced
Gray’s to them in hopes that they, too, might appreciate its understated elegance and sophistication. Either
way, generations have been brought together by a shared passion for fine literature, wing shooting, fly fishing, and an appreciation for good stories, well-written, about great adventures in faraway places, accompanied by beautiful, world-class photography.
But there’s also this: Integrity. Gray’s is free of gratuitous product mention, and after nearly five decades
remains loyal to its original blueprint of relying on random, unsolicited submissions for content. It was
born, and remains, a true and genuine literary journal. No other publication in the outdoor industry can lay
claim to this unique recipe, which is why Gray’s continues to stand out among its peers.
Today, Gray’s Sporting Journal abides in people’s lives because it delivers on the promise of birds flying
on opening morning or wild trout rising to a hatch. It helps you fondly remember where you’ve been, and
dream of where you may one day go. It speaks to you with writing as beautiful as the art scattered throughout its pages and the photographs that speak to you in ways that words cannot. Thriving in an ever-changing world, not because it’s like other hook and bullet publications, but instead because it is so very different.
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Chasing upland birds in Big Sky
Country, in a fine lodge and on
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S

ince the 1990s, when catch-and-release
fishing transmogrified from charming eccentricity
to de rigueur “proper” behavior to (in places) legal
requirement, some wing shooters have been alternately decrying and apologizing for their inability
to do the same right-minded, conservationist thing
with quail and grouse. Even a few big game hunters
have been heard to mutter similar politically correct
sentiments.
Alas, in our world of high-velocity projectiles,
the closest we could come was to give up guns in
favor of photography or hunt until the time came
to pull the trigger and then mentally “count coup”
instead and wish the animal a long and happy life.
Around this time, they started shooting rhinos in
Africa with dart guns, then having photos taken
with the happily sleeping beasts, and it was suggested that big game hunters might adopt this
approach wholesale. For a whole number of reasons—the proliferation of drug-addicted rhinos, for
one—the idea never went anywhere, even on exotic
game ranches where it might have been feasible.
Levity aside, ethics in hunting both birds and
big game is a serious and thorny issue, and the deGSJ
JOURNAbate comes at you from every angle. Bowhunters
L by John Barsne
ss
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in our step.
bounce
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d path
We follow a familiar bramble
past tangles of fallen trees
to the edge of a cedar grove
falling snow.
where I stop to watch the
I watch snowflakes drift
The dog lies down while
boughs.
and flutter among the dark
the hunt,
Then, when I move to resume
the short walk home.
he rises, turns, and begins

.”
r away it tends to range
can hear you, the farthe

William Sharpe, Gone

T

he story as told to me went something like this. A pretty serious wing
shooter arrived at a shooting plantation outside Thomasville, Georgia,
and proudly unpacked his Purdey
game gun—an exquisite creation from 1912 or
thereabouts, with two-inch chambers.
The perfect bobwhite quail gun, he thought,
until he was told he couldn’t hunt with that “meat
gun.” They allowed nothing bigger than 20 gauge,
supposedly in the interests of sportsmanship. Back
home in Colorado, our man took his Purdey—for
which he had paid $49,000—into a high-end gun
shop, hoping to trade it for something acceptable
in Thomasville.
The proprietor was happy to take it in trade and
went looking for something suitable in 28 gauge.
It was not the first time he’d encountered the
problem, and this mini-fad was driving a miniboom in 28-gauge guns at the expense of 12s, 16s,
and even 20s.

Light tackle, for birds
or fish, is . . . Well,
it’s complicated.
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condemn rifles as being “too easy” while rifle hunters dismiss arrows as “wounding sticks.” Since the
aim of a hunter is to kill game—kill, not merely
wound—there is no easy answer.
In some types of fly fishing, so I’m told, using very light tackle puts the emphasis on fishing
skill. This practice has been advanced in support of
the argument for the small-gauges-for-quail rule,
where supposedly it “gives the bird a chance.” Alas,
that’s a simplistic suggestion that doesn’t hold water. I consulted our longtime editor and angling columnist, Jim Babb, about the question of light tackle
and found that a parallel argument exists to the
28-gauge debate. He told me of one famous example, legendary Esquire editor Arnold Gingrich, who
fished for everything with a Paul Young Midge
rod—the fly fishing equivalent of a .410.
“Anglers with [Gingrich’s] level of expertise
can sort of pull it off,” Jim told me. “But most
anglers only think they have that ability and leave
behind a trail of exhausted fish and exhausting,
self-aggrandizing stories.
“You can certainly hook and possibly land a
twenty-pound Atlantic salmon on a six-foot fourweight designed for a six-ounce brook trout, but
neither you nor the salmon will enjoy the experience. For fish you mean to release, you ought to
bring them in as quickly as feasible and release
them with a minimum of fuss.”
This, as I understand it, does not fit with the
ethos of light tackle, which requires playing the fish
carefully—and at great length—to keep it from
breaking off.
A parallel “light tackle” argument could be made
in favor of hunting deer with .22s, but in the 1930s,
hotshots like the .220 Swift were outlawed for big
game in many states because they wounded more
deer than they killed. Exactly the same principle
applies, in most cases, to smaller gauges for birds.
Instead of giving the bird a “sporting chance,”
what they actually do is increase the likelihood
of a wounding shot rather than a clean kill. Now,
some really good shots make a fetish of using only
a Winchester Model 42 (.410) on everything up to
geese. And, yes, I’ve known a couple of these guys.
They use only full choke, to concentrate the pellets
in a tighter pattern and then try to make head shots.
All very well if you’re good enough to do it, but I,
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and bib ($200 each),
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t, and breathable
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rain gear that is sure to keep you protected,
Journal · www.graysspor
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78 matter
hard
Mother Nature tries to send you home.
The jacket boasts two zippered hand-warmer pockets, a three-poin
t adjustable storm hood,
and a dual-drawcord hem. The bib features
a kill-switch attachment
at the belt loop, a drop-in pocket with
drain for pliers, and zippered
cuffs so you can keep your shoes on while
sliding in and out. Together,
the pair shelters you against the contrastin
g bitter cold mornings
and afternoon storms that often accompan
y early-spring outings.
Constructed of 100 percent nylon,
with a two-layer Toray Delfy
fabric technology shell, the Challenge
r delivers when you need it most.
www.simmsfishing.com
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hen YETI introduced the 16½-pound
Hondo chair ($300) roughly a year ago,
it was
beefy by design. A rugged, indestruct
ible workhorse created to withstand maximum
punishment, the Hondo proved a popular
addition to Yeti’s ever expanding line
of highquality products. And if you’re driving
to your campsite or tailgate party, it remains
arguably
the best outdoor chair ever created. On
the other hand, if hiking in to a secluded spot is your style, then mobility
may be your highest priority. That’s
where the Trailhead chair ($300), which
is 25 percent lighter than the Hondo,
comes in. A comfortable, two-strap carry
bag makes for easy transport, while
the breathable, ultra-supportive FlexGrid
fabric contours the chair to
your body and eliminates pressure points.
And, like the Hondo, the entire
chair is impervious to the sun’s rays, eliminatin
g any worries of chipping paint
or disintegrating fabric. Each leg is anchored
with ultra-strong GroundGrip
feet, while industrial-strength tensioners
on the back and arms prevent slippage when locked into place. A cup holder
is included, but the task of toting
enough beer up the mountain falls squarely
on you. www.yeti.com

E

ngineered to replace the Rio Gallegos
with an emphasis on mobility and
durability,
PATAGONIA’S new Swiftwater Expeditio
ns Zip-Front Waders ($749) offer
of upgrades, features, and options
a bevy
from one of the fly fishing industry’s
most environmentally conscious brands. An adjustable
, quick-release suspender system allows
you to convert from chest- to waist-high wading
with ease, while hand-warmer pockets
with zip
flaps are ideally located on the
exterior. Anatomical left- and right-foot
booties boast
less volume and a more socklike
fit, paving the way for all-day comfort,
and the submersible YKK front zipper is fully waterproo
f. There’s also a no-snag wading belt,
along with
front and rear loops, plus a pair of
internal daisy chains for tools. Upgrades
abound, and it is
especially apparent that Patagonia went
the extra distance when it comes to comfort
and fit. And
in true Patagonia fashion, both the
upper (63/5 ounce) and lower (92/5
ounce) wader sections
are composed of 100 percent recycled
polyester microfiber in four layers of
high-density fabric
bonded to 100 percent recycled polyester
backer. www.patagonia.com
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T

he story of GRUNDÉNS began in the
early 20th century, when Carl Grundén,
the fishing son of a fisherman,
set out to find a better way to protect those
who toiled atop the sea from the unforgivin
pummels the western coast of Sweden.
g weather that frequently
Today, this family-owned company strives
to keep fishermen, both professional
and recreational, safe from bad conditions
across the globe. With its new Deck Boss
ankle boots ($100, also available
in low-cut slip-ons for $90), Grundéns
has given us the next best thing to going
barefoot. Whether you’re patrolling the
deck of your flats boat or kayaking a favorite river, keeping your feet cool, dry,
and protected is imperative if you’re going
to stay your best. The 100 percent waterproo
f Deck Boss uses a thermoregulated,
antimicrobial cooling liner to keep your
dogs from getting swampy. And
should you find yourself in the enviable
position of fighting the fish
of a lifetime, the non-marking, gum rubber
soles promise superior traction to keep your feet planted
on wet and dry surfaces
alike. To learn more about this comfortab
le, highly functional
footwear, visit www.grundens.com

I

t takes a special fly rod to set the perfect
scene.
There’s you, of course, wading a high mountain
stream that flows clear and narrow before
elegantly
cascading into a shadowed holding
pool. And
that gorgeous, wild brookie? It sipped
the dry fly
attached to the end of your 2-weight
small-stream
rod ($1,600), handcrafted by Ira Stutzman
of HELLS
CANYON FLY RODS. Built in Halfway,
Oregon, to your
exact demands and specifications, this
ultrafast 6½-foot jewel is a delight to
fish and comes ready to go with reel, line,
backing, and a 23-inch carry tube for easy
transport. Each exquisitely designed rod
has its own artistic flair, right down
to your choice of blanks, grips, and custom-ba
lanced construction—all chosen and designed
Hand-signed with your inscription or
to your individual tastes.
name, this heirloom-quality rod includes
a lifetime warranty and serial number.
www.hellscanyoncustomrods.net

W

hen co-owners Slim Whatley, Marshall
Coover, and James Elledge
hatched the concept of DUCK CAMP
more than three years
ago, it was based on the humble premise
they could make a more lightweight, breathable hunting shirt that
would prove tough and sturdy
enough to better many of the delicate garments
already on the market.
Since then, the Austin-based company has
evolved into a wide-ranging
hunting and fishing apparel brand by
combining excellent designs
and fabrics with its original, vintage-ba
sed camouflage patterns. Its
Duck Camp Woodland Camo is a vertical
combination of greens,
grays, and browns. This is the ideal
concealment pattern for
chasing spring gobblers and is now available
in the company’s
signature product, the lightweight hunting
shirt ($89), which
pairs perfectly with the rugged Cordura
brush pants ($109) to
create an excellent turkey combo. The shirt
is great for keeping cool
in temperatures that exceed 70 degrees
and deftly strikes the balance between
super-soft, breathable, and durable. The
pants are highlighted by triple-stitched
gusseted crotch for maximum mobility,
seams, a
and just enough stretch for comfort. www.duck
camp.com
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